
Application and Main Function

Front Panel Instruction

Product Model

      Over Under Voltage 
Protection Device (OUPD)

MT66UV over under voltage protection device(OUPD), owns full 

protection and auto reclose for voltage and current fault. It will trip 

to protect for both over/under voltage, and will automatically auto 

reclose when voltage recovers to normal. It also owns power off 

delay trip and auto reclose when power on, that logically trip or 

reclose on voltage detection value, to achieve smart electrical 

safety.

Manual Instruction
MT66UV 

Company Code：matis

UV�OUPD

MCB Poles:

2P�4P

MCB Curves:

C�D

MCB Current：

10,16,20,25,32,40A,

50,63,80,100,125A

MT  66  UV

 Power Supply & 

Voltage Detector

Main Technical Data
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Model：66 series

Votage Indicator:

Red: Normal

Green: U/V fault

Blue: O/V fault

Phase Neutral

Operation Handle

Mode: Manual / Auto 

Indicator: On/Off 

 Input

 Output

MT66UV over under voltage protection device(OUPD), is suitable for 
various applications of voltage-related electrical protection area, such as 
EV charger, distributed photovoltaic system.  

MT66UV is able to detect voltage in real time and switch on/off the power 
supply based on voltage data, that either protect the circuit line while 
voltage fault, or autoreset the circuit line while voltage recovers. 

MT66UV owns super capacitor inside, that it is able to continue working for 
another 10 seconds, to switch off the circuit, even though power supply is 
cut off, and it will also delay for 10 seconds and auto reclose the circuit while 
power supply recovers.

MT66UV also owns normal circuit breaker to protect either short circuit or 
overload. Connect with smart voltage-detection unit, it achieves smart 
electrical protection in real time.

The rated insulation voltage of the circuit breaker is suitable for 50Hz or 
60Hz, rated working voltage 230V/400V, and rated current below 125A in 
distribution lines.

This OUPD MT66UV follows standards: EN50550: 2011



Item

O/V1

O/V2

O/V3

U/V1

O/V4

Voltage

275v

300v

350v

160v

400v

Time

5s

1.5s

0.3s

3s

0.1s

Description

O/V1 is activated when voltage≥275V, and 

device trip when O/V continues ≥ 5s 

3 4 5

Precautions

Quality Guarantee

Contact Us

Conditions of work, installation and storage

Installation Dimension

Ordering InstructionOv/Uv Trip and Autoreset Value

Unit: mm

1 Product name: OUPD, MT66UV-80/125 

2 The number of product poles: such as 2P;

3 Instantaneous tripping type of the product: such as type C;

4 Product rated current: such as 80A;

5 Quantity of products: such as 100 units;

6 Order example: MT66-80 2P C80 100 units;

 

 Users who purchase this model of MT84SR smart reclosed MCB with voltage 

and current fault are entitled to a 24-month warranty from the date of purchase. 

During the warranty period, if the quality of the product is a problem that affects 

normal use, you can enjoy free repair and replacement. In case of irreparable 

damage caused by improper use, falling, incorrect installation and wiring, it can 

be repaired or replaced with a fee during the warranty period. If you 

disassemble and modify it yourself, you will not be entitled to warranty service.
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O/V2 is activated when voltage≥300V, and 

device trip when O/V continues ≥ 1.5s 

O/V3 is activated when voltage≥350V, and 

device trip when O/V continues ≥ 0.3s 

O/V4 is activated when voltage≥400V, and 

device trip when O/V continues ≥ 0.1s 

U/V1 is activated when voltage≤160V, and 

device trip when U/V continues ≥ 3s 

Note: The normal voltage range for auto reset of overvoltage and undervoltage is 

based on the standard ≥0.85Ue and ≤1.1Ue, the Ue value is 230v by default, which can 

be set through RS485.After the voltage returns to normal, the auto reset time delay of 

overvoltage and undervoltage is based on the standard ≥20s and ≤60s, the device 

defaults to 30s, which can be set through Rs485 remotely.

≥0.85Ue rated undervoltage auto reset at 195V

≤1.1Ue rated overvoltage auto reset at 255V

Tel:+86 21 60503668

Mob:+86 186 2187 9631

Email:ricky@matismart.com

Web: www.matismart.com

Add: Room 318-320, No.83, Huanhu West Third Road, Pudong

        Shanghai, China, 201306

Shanghai Matis Electric Co.,Ltd.

Over Voltage Protection for EN50550

1 The characteristics of the product have been set at the factory, and cannot be 
disassembled or adjusted at will during use;

2 If the product is damaged, abnormal noise, etc. when unpacking, stop using 
it immediately and contact the supplier;

3 Before installation, check whether the basic parameters of signs and signs 
meet the working requirements;

4 In order to prevent short-circuit between phases, the exposed wires or 
copper busbars at the terminals should be properly insulated;

5 When the product is scrapped, please do a good job of waste disposal, thank 
you for your cooperation

1. Working temperature: -25℃ ~ 65℃

    Extreme working temperature: -40℃ ~ 70℃

2. Altitude: The altitude of the installation site shall not exceed 2000m.

3. Wiring method: The terminal is pressed with screws for wiring.

4. Installation method: standard rail installation

5. The relative humidity of the air does not exceed 50% when the temperature is 
+40°C, and a higher relative humidity can be allowed at lower temperatures, for 
example, the humidity can reach 90% at +20°C. Measures should be taken for the 
occasional condensation caused by relative temperature changes.

6. Pollution level: level 2

7. Installation Category: Class II and Class III
Installation conditions: The circuit breaker should be installed vertically. When the 
handle is in "O/OFF", the contacts are in an open state. When the handle moves 
upward, the contacts move in the closing direction.

8. Nominal cross-sectional area of copper wire for connection that matches the 
rated current of the photovoltaic grid-connected circuit breaker (Table 1)

9. When installing the product, please use a torque of 3Nm to fasten the copper wire. 
After the installation is completed, check whether the copper wire is firmly 
connected by shaking the wire. If it is not firmly connected, please use the above 
torque to fasten the copper wire again.

10. Installed on TH35-7.5 (1.0) standard rail (Figure 1);

11. There is no significant shock and vibration at the installation site, and no rain and 
snow invasion;

12. Protection class: IP20

13. Storage temperature: the upper limit of temperature should not exceed +70℃, 

and the lower limit should not be lower than -40℃;

14. Storage humidity: at +25℃, the relative humidity does not exceed 95%;
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